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霍克斯与闵福德的译本（The Story of the Stone）和杨宪益、戴乃迭夫妇的译本（A 
Dream of Red Mansions），英语文化视野下的霍克斯在译文中很多情况下使用了
交际翻译，而中国本土文化视野下的杨宪益夫妇很多情况下使用了语义翻译，通






































As one of the four Chinese classical novels, Hong Lou Meng is considered as 
encyclopedia of traditional Chinese culture, and the poems in it are also considered 
artistic treasures. As a literary genre with unique form and content, poems are lyrical, 
subtle, refining and contain lots of imagoes. Poems translation of Hong Lou Meng is 
significant to non-intralingua readers who want to learn Chinese culture. 
This paper introduces the poems in Hong Lou Meng, and divides the poems into 
five categories: poems suggesting tragedy, poems satirizing corruptions, pomes 
describing characters of roles, poems revealing destinies of roles and poems 
exhibiting spiritual life. We hold that poems are translatable and when translating 
poems, we shall be faithful to the original text.  
This paper studies on poems in Hong Lou Meng by analyzing semantic 
translation and communicative translation proposed by Peter Newmark. Generally 
speaking, Hawks’s translation is more communicative, and Yang’s is more semantic. 
We compare the translations of poems in two English versions from the view of 
differences between semantic translation and communicative translation, including 
respecting culture in source language, being faithful to forms in the original work, 
reproducing the thought process of the author, emphasizing the content of information 
and choosing translation units, and we hold that when dealing with literature works, 
the translators shall try to be faithful to original work, and adopt semantic translation, 
when it is necessary, communicative translation can be adopted. 
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世纪 70 年代，它们是：杨宪益与其夫人戴乃迭翻译的 A Dream of Red Mansions
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